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?One of the great unanswered questions of
presidency scholars is why presidents try so hard to
influence public opinion when the effort seems
likely to be futile. Eshbaugh-Soha answers that
question by looking at the indirect effects of
presidential rhetoric. The result is essential
reading.??Andrew Dowdle, University of
ArkansasWhy do presidents bother to give
speeches when their words rarely move public
opinion? Arguing that ?going public? isn?t really
about going to the public at all, Matthew EshbaughSoha explores to whom presidential speeches are in
fact targeted, and what?if any?influence they have
on public policy.Eshbaugh-Soha shows that, when
presidents speak, their intent is to provide
legislators and bureaucrats with cues pointing to
particular policy decisions. Analyzing 50 years of
presidential rhetoric, he demonstrates the impact of
such ?presidential signaling? vis-a-vis a range of
policy areas. He finds that, although citizen support
may increase the likelihood that a legislator will
respond to presidential signals, it is not essential to
a president?s legislative success.Matthew
Eshbaugh-Soha is assistant professor of political
science at the University of North Texas.Contents:
Why Presidents Speak About Policy. Direct
Signaling. When Signaling Works. Salience Matters.
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The Limits of Signals. Presidential Signaling and
Public Policy.
Kessel (Ohio State University, emeritus) draws on
the presidencies of Eisenhower through Clinton to
examine the president in the context of the
institutional presidency and the political
environment. The role and importance of the White
House staff is emphasized, and the relationships
between the White House and Congress and the
media are examined. Kessel also evaluates each
contemporary president based on their successes
and failures in policy. c. Book News Inc.
Ronald Reagan started it, back in 1977. George Bush
perfected the art in 1988. In the 1980s and 1990s,
Democrats as well as Republicans running for
president (or thinking of doing so) have followed
Reagan's lead in establishing precandidacy PACs as
a way of raising more money faster, without the
regulatory rigors laid down by Congress and the
Federal Election Commission. Marshalling years of
experience on the campaign trail, Anthony Corrado
has documented for the first time the fund-raising
and spending patterns of presidential candidates
who feel forced to circumvent the system in order to
amass enough funds to mount a contemporary
presidential campaign. He shows how a variety of
factors--contribution limits, the delegate selection
process, expenditure ceilings, and costly campaign
strategies--have combined to push candidates to
establish PACs to raise and spend money on
campaign activities well in advance of an official
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declaration to run. These lofty-sounding
organizations--such as Bush's "Fund for America's
Future" and Gephardt's "Effective Government
Committee"--operate as "shadow campaigns"
throughout the nomination process and often live
on beyond the candidate's formal bid for office. The
year 1992 is a special case in presidential election
year history because of the strong Bush
incumbency, a reluctant Democratic challenge, and
a series of foreign policy crises. Corrado explains
why precandidacy PACs persist and how they are
likely to grow (in number and clout) if an array of
bold new reform measures is not implemented prior
to the next open presidential election in 1996. After
showing how the Federal Election Campaign Act not
only permits but in fact inspires presidential
candidates to break the laws governing campaign
finance, Corrado points out how, ironically, less
regulation may yield greater compliance and a more
effective nomination process in the 1990s and
beyond.
The Electoral College and Presidential Succession
Managing Presidential Objectives
Power and Communication
Beyond "going Public"
The Challenge of Democracy
The Presidency of Manuel González of Mexico,
1880-1884
Woodrow Wilson
The first section of this book details the authors'
conception of presidential leadership and
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establishes the historical, constitutional, and
international contexts within which Presidents must
operate. The second section consists of six noncrisis case studies of presidential efforts to exercise
leadership in foreign affairs. The cases also show
how Presidents attempt to initiate--as opposed to
primarily react to--international change: Kennedy's
Alliance for Progress, Johnson's involvement in the
Vietnam War, Nixon's overtures to the Communist
superpowers, Carter's Middle East initiatives,
Reagan's campaign for military superiority, and
Bush's approach to foreign-policy leadership. In
each case, the authors analyze the President's
objectives, the domestic and international situation
at the time, the method of implementation, and the
degree of success. ISBN 0-312-03603-5 (pbk.):
$18.65.
The Presidential VetoSUNY Press
In this brilliant examination of the management of
national security over the past 40 years, a former
officer of the National Security Council explores the
creation of the NSC, its changing function, and its
uses and misuses by presidents, along with specific
suggestions for corrections.
A Bibliography of His Times and Presidency
The Office After Ronald Reagan
The President and Civil Rights Policy
Building a Nation
Presidential Passages
American Government
By Order of the President
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The first study to integrate and interrelate key
elements of the Nixon presidency, the volume traces
Nixon's rise and fall emphasizing his presidency and
Watergate. Also an investigation of "the presidency"
broadly defined, the work is informed by concerns of
both traditional political biography and of
contemporary presidential scholarship. Genovese
raises issues and questions vital to the presidency as
he focuses on Nixon as political leader and on his style
of decisionmaking and management. He concludes
with an analysis of Nixon's impact on and legacy to the
presidency.
Regulation in the White House is an examination of
regulatory policy and its development in the Johnson
administration and the first comprehensive study of
any presidency and regulation. Based upon a thorough
analysis of presidential papers in the Lyndon B.
Johnson Library, the book investigates the working
relationships linking the presidency, regulatory
commissions, and executive agencies with regulatory
responsibilities in both the economic and social
spheres. David Welborn finds that the president's
business included regulation as a major component.
Johnson's concerns in regulation were varied and
complex. He and his aides worked assiduously and
successfully to establish effective, cooperative
relationships with regulators and to avoid the exercise
of undue influence on particular regulatory
determinations. In Welborn's view, Johnson traversed
the treacherous ground of regulatory politics with
adeptness and achieved his major purposes in
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regulation.
A history of the United States in the twentieth century,
featuring sociological and cultural events, as well as
strictly historical, and using many pertinent literary
excerpts.
The Reagan Presidency
Presidency by Plebiscite
The Use and Abuse of Executive Direct Action
The United States in the 20th Century
Leadership and Change
The President's Speeches
An Actor's Finest Performance
This is the first modern study of the veto.
In addition to tracing the genesis and
historical evolution from Ancient Rome,
through the ultimate inclusion in the
Constitution, it also explores the veto's
consequences for modern presidents. In doing
so, Spitzer promotes a key argument about the
relation between the veto power and the
Presidency -- namely, that the rise of the
veto power, beginning with the first Chief
Executive, is symptomatic of the rise of the
strong modern Presidency, and has in fact
been a major tool of Presidency-building. A
special and revealing irony of the veto power
is seen in the finding that, despite its
monarchical roots and anti-majoritarian
nature, the veto has become a key vehicle for
presidents to appeal directly to, and on
behalf of, the people. Thus, the veto's
utility for presidents arises not only as a
power to use against Congress, but also as a
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symbolic, plebiscitary tool.
"Professor Bruce I. Newman correctly points
out that in this information age, a candidate
and his staff can test a new issue or idea
very quickly, and if it looks salable,
arrange to have the candidate get it before
the correct bloc of voters in a very short
period of time. . . . Newman is also correct
in noting that the political party, as an
institution, is no longer as dominant in
elections. . . . Political junkies will love
this material." --Conservative Review The
Marketing of the President documents how
political candidates are marketed by the same
sophisticated techniques that experts use to
sell legal and medical services. Bruce I.
Newman addresses issues of serious concern to
the health of the political process as he
examines the roles of polling, direct mail,
900 numbers, and television in advertising.
Using the 1992 presidential election as a
case study, this extraordinary volume reveals
how the American political process has been
transformed--for better or worse--by the use
of marketing techniques.
"Published by OpenStax College, American
Government is designed to meet the scope and
sequence requirements of the single-semester
American Government course. This title
includes innovative features designed to
enhance student learning, including Insider
Perspective features and a Get Connected
module that shows students how they can get
engaged in the political process. The book
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provides an important opportunity for
students to learn the core concepts of
American Government and understand how those
concepts apply to their lives and the world
around them. Our American Government textbook
adheres to the scope and sequence of
introductory American government courses
nationwide. We have endeavored to make the
workings of American Government interesting
and accessible to students while maintaining
the conceptual coverage and rigor inherent in
the subject at the college level. With this
objective in mind, the content of this
textbook has been developed and arranged to
provide a logical progression from the
fundamental principles of institutional
design at the founding, to avenues of
political participation, to thorough coverage
of the political structures that constitute
American government. The book builds upon
what students have already learned and
emphasizes connections between topics as well
as between theory and applications. The goal
of each section is to enable students not
just to recognize concepts, but to work with
them in ways that will be useful in later
courses, future careers, and as engaged
citizens. The organization and pedagogical
features were developed and vetted with
feedback from American government instructors
dedicated to the project."--BC Campus
website.
The President's Authority Over Foreign
Affairs
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Former College Presidents Reflect on the
Splendor and Agony of Their Careers
Perspectives on the Presidency
Beyond Persuasion
The President as World Leader
The Nixon Presidency

American history text includes multimedia
connections to the Internet, CD-ROM, and
videodisc technology. Middle school level.
The Brief Edition retains the popular themes of
the full length text: the conflicting values of
freedom, order, and equality, and the
majoritarianism vs. pluralism debate. New to
this edition is greater attention to globalization;
thorough coverage of recent political events,
including the 2002 election; George W. Bush' s
presidency; and the "War on Terrorism." A
complete technology package includes HM
Testing; companion web sites; Political
SourceNet, a database of topics that includes
each branch of government, primary source
documents, exercises, and web links; and
IDEAlog."Can You Explain Why?" marginal
features challenge students to use criticalthinking skills to explain a paradoxical situation,
such as why Americans, more than other
people, engage in most forms of political
participation except voting."Politics in a
Changing World" features appear in half the
chapters and focus Page
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discussing how American politics affects the
world and how world politics affects the US.
"Politics in a Changing America" alternate with
"Changing World," concentrating on the role of
minority groups as they relate to changes in the
political opportunity, participation, and status of
their groups.Crosstabs and IDEAlog icons
appear in text margins to indicate where
students can incorporate these supplements
into their work.A marginal glossary highlights
key terms and definitions.An expanded
discussion of the Electoral College explains its
function in detail.
The most thorough, systematic, and historical
examination of the interrelations of the
president and other participants in civil rights
policymaking, The President and Civil Rights
Policy investigates the process from agenda
setting through implementation and even
reviews policy impact. Emphasizing the themes
of leadership and change, Shull surveys the
numerous policy tools available to a president
committed to policy change. Although historical
components are reviewed, the stress here is on
the contemporary presidency. Included is a
ground-breaking, detailed assessment of the
Reagan administration that provides our first
look at the president's role in a vital issue
across the entire policymaking process. Shull
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finds that the American president is the most
prominent catalyst for most public policy
programs, with domestic issue areas like civil
rights, often allowing the greatest discretionary
latitude. This crucial issue functions as a
barometer of presidential influence, priority,
and action, as what presidents choose to do
may be largely up to them. Some presidents,
such as Lyndon Johnson, have initiated civil
rights policies, whereas others, such as Ronald
Reagan, have acted to restrict government's
role and have turned back the civil rights clock.
The main thrust here is that committed
presidents lead and without leadership, little
change in policy occurs. Various kinds of
evidence from quantitative data on statements,
actions, and results, as well as memoirs and
interviews are used to document the
presidents' impact on civil rights policy. More
than forty tables scrutinize almost every
perceivable aspect of this subject, from Major
Events in the Struggle for Racial Equality to
Average Expenditures (Outlays) for Civil
Rights, and Characteristics of Federal District
and Appellate Court Judges. The volume's four
major divisions present a framework for the
analysis, focus on the president's role in agenda
setting and policy formulation, delineate the
roles of others and their responses to
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presidents' statements and actions, and assess
presidential impact. This timely and detailed
study will be useful supplementary reading in
graduate and advanced undergraduate courses
in the presidency, American government, civil
liberties, and in public policy courses,
especially those using the process or content
form of organization.
An Essay in Constitutional Interpretation
Organizational Efficiency and Presidential
Power
The American Journey
The American President
The Politics of the Presidency
Presidents, the Presidency, and the Political
Environment
Creative Campaigning
To find more information about Rowman and
Littlefield titles, please visit
www.rowmanlittlefield.com.
Spitzer's classic study of presidential
power, The Presidency and Public Policy
examines the annual domestic legislative
programs of US presidents from 1954-1974 to
show how and in what ways the characteristics
of their proposals affected their success in
dealing with Congress (success being defined
as Congress's passing the presidents'
legislative proposals in the forms offered).
Presidential skills matter, but Spitzer
demonstrates that the successful application
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of those skills is relatively easy for some
policies and next to impossible for others.
Certain consistent patterns predominate
regardless of who sits in the Oval Office,
and to a great extent those patterns
prescribe prseidential behavior.
This volume is an examination of the
formulation, coordination, and implementation
of legislative policy by the United States
President. Describing what these mechanisms
and processes are and how they work is a
major task of this book -- analyzing their
effect on the governmental structure in
general and the presidency in particular is
another important concern. This text provides
a point from which to observe the development
of the president's responsibilities and
powers, explores the White House staff
structure, focusing primarily on the
relationship between the president and his
aides, examines the clearance and
coordination functions in the executive
branch, paying particular attention to the
role and operation of the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) and its
interaction with the White House staff. The
development of an annual legislative
programming process and the growth of a White
House policy staff is discussed and this book
also details the organization and operation
of the president's congressional liaison
office. It goes on to look at the
implementation of legislative policy,
examining some of the ways in which recent
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presidents and their staffs have sought to
increase their influence over how policy is
executed.
The Full Truth about the Assassination of
President Kennedy
Regulation in the White House
The American Presidency Under Siege
The Johnson Presidency
The Presidency and the Management of National
Security
The Post-modern Presidency
Carter, Reagan, and the Macho Presidential
Style

Examining the electoral college system and the dangers
inherent within it, Glennon proposes reforms to the
procedure for selecting members of the electoral college
and to the procedure within the House of Representatives
which selects a president if the electoral college is
logjammed.
Describes how modern presidents from Truman to Bush
have been rated by the public-opinion polls and how the
media ratings affect the polls
Dr. Wilbur Edel, the author of THE REAGAN
PRESIDENCY, is Professor Emeritus of Political
Science, Herbert H. Lehman College, The City University
of New York. His carefully documented analysis of the
Reagan presidency is based on the expressed opinions,
actions and policies of President Reagan and his aides in
the White House and in the executive departments and
agencies under his jurisdiction. There are no anonymous
sources, no "Deep Throats";
the record is public and the
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conclusions are those of the author. In his words: "In
many ways Ronald Reagan surpassed all previous
occupants of the White House in creating an image based
on misrepresentation... his remarkable success in building
that image is attested by his two overwhelming victories
in the elections of 1980 and 1984. The fact that his
shortcomings had been demonstrated during his two
terms as governor of California went unmarked by a
voting public that, as James Reston remarked, "did not
elect" Ronald Reagan but "fell in love with him." The
significance of the Reagan record in the presidential
year 1992 lies in the fact that President Bush's domestic
policies, in the words of Governor Lowell Weicker of
Connecticut in his New York Times interview of
December 15th, 1991, are "the mirror image of his
predecessor, and that adds up to zero." Reagan as
preacher, philosopher, economist, historian, rhetorician,
educator, diplomat, and commander-in-chief, as the
great communicator and president; these roles, and the
others that he played, are meticulously and brilliantly
analyzed in Wilbur Edel's fascinating biography. Author
Edel, after analyzing the full record of the eight-year
presidency of Ronald Reagan, calls him "the biggest
fraud ever to occupy the White House." These are strong
words, and the book backs them up to the hilt.
The Four Arenas of Presidential Power
Opinion Polls And The Modern Presidents
American Odyssey
Magruder's American Government 1989
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The Aquino Presidency and the Constitution
Power and Politics in Turbulent Times
The Presidency of John F. Kennedy
Beyond Persuasion is the first systematic, multiadministration study of presidential power and influence.
Moving beyond Richard Neustadt's Presidential Power, this
book offers a model of presidential power that incorporates
personal bargaining effectiveness with the structural
imperative of efficient White House organization. Drawing
upon a systematic analysis of presidents from Johnson to
Reagan, Kerbel finds common patterns of organizational
structure and bargaining behavior in their successful domestic
policy initiatives. The path to power is detailed through
comparative insights on the Carter and Reagan
administrations, which prove to be remarkably similar in
critical respects despite popular perceptions to the contrary.
Kerbel then considers the relative importance of presidential
behavior to contextual factors beyond the president's control,
offering insight into the way changes in economic and political
conditions have hampered or improved recent presidential
efforts, despite presidential attempts to organize and
persuade. Analysis includes the first year of the Bush
administration, and the possibilities for power in the
contemporary presidency are discussed.
Attributes the failure of the modern presidency to the
development of a political system that inherently impedes
creative leadership, and offers prescriptive measures to
restore the governing capacity of the president. This book
explores the failure of the modern American presidency, a
failure the author attributes to the development of a political
system that impedes creative leadership. The American
presidency, Gary L. Rose argues, is under siege. Surrounded
and blockaded by a reactionary Congress, an entrenched
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bureaucracy, an aggressive media, lobbyists, political action
committees, and special interest groups, American presidents
fail not because of a lack of ability or character but because
of the political system and style of politics inside the Beltway.
Rose ascribes this emergence of a political system that
obstructs presidential leadership to the decline of political
parties as electoral and governing mechanisms. As political
parties have declined, presidents have lost vital political
connections that historically have enhanced their capacity to
lead. He presents a variety of prescriptive measures,
including political-party and legal reform, that have the
potential to restore political parties and the governing
capacity of the presidency. "This book fills an important gap in
the literature on both the presidency and parties. The most
original and provocative parts of the book concern the
author's proposals for reforming the national conventions in
order to revitalize them as decision-making, federal bodies,
and thus to simultaneously de-emphasize the role of
candidate-centered, party weakening primaries. Also, I am
intrigued by the fact that Rose elaborates on the roleof
patronage in party-building and explores patronage reform for
the purpose of both strengthening the parties and helping
presidents govern more effectively". -- Sean J. Savage, Saint
Mary's College "The unique quality of this book is the manner
in which it presents the problems of the presidency and the
exciting manner in which it chooses among the various
reforms presented. The result is a very readable and
stimulating book on the presidency. It will take its place with
Cronin's The State of the Presidency and Rethinking the
Presidency as an important work in presidential studies, but it
will stand alone because of its critical and prescriptive
character". -- Robert D. Loevy, Colorado College
Cooper defines the different forms these powers
take--executive orders, presidential memoranda,
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proclamations, national security directives, and signing
statements--demonstrates their uses, critiques their strengths
and dangers, and shows how they have changed over time.
Here are Washington's "Neutrality Proclamation," Lincoln's
Emancipation Proclamation, and the more than 1,700
executive orders issued by Woodrow Wilson in World War I.
FDR issued many executive orders to implement his National
Industrial Recovery Act--but also issued one that led to the
incarceration of Japanese Americans during World War II.
Truman issued orders to desegregate the military and compel
loyalty oaths for federal employees. Eisenhower issued
numerous national security directives. JFK launched the
Peace Corps and issued an order to control racial violence in
Alabama. All through executive action.
Comparing Presidential Behavior
Final Disclosure
Political Marketing as Campaign Strategy
Congress and the Presidency
The Reagan-Bush Era in Institutional Perspective
Constitutional Function of Presidential-administrative
Separation
The Porfirian Interregnum
The presidency of John F. Kennedy continues to fascinate, even
as it also continues to inspire heated debates between admirers
and detractors of Camelot's fallen king. Now readers can gain a
new appreciation of JFK in this thoroughly revised and updated
edition of James Giglio's bestselling study, widely acclaimed as
the best and most balanced book on JFK's White House years.
Giglio incorporates the voluminous archival materials made
available in the last fifteen years, including the declassified
documents on crucial foreign policy affairs and White House
medical records that contradict the image of Kennedy's youth
and vigor. He stresses the extent to which domestic and foreign
policies were interconnected at a time when the Cold War
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dominated national life and reveals his new appreciation for
JFK's prudence in his handling of such enormous challenges as
the Cuban missile crisis and the emerging war in Vietnam.
Giglio shows Kennedy to be "the most medicated, one of the
most courageous, and perhaps the most self-absorbed of our
presidents." He reviews the physical ailments and heavy
prescriptions that were kept out of the public eye and catalogs
sexual indiscretions ranging from Marilyn Monroe and socialite
Florence Pritchett to low-level White House employees and even
virtual strangers. Surveying this field of conquest, Giglio
suggests that JFK's sexual obsession could easily have affected
his presidency even more during a second term. His work also
amplifies coverage of key issues like civil rights, the Cuban
missile crisis, and Vietnam and reevaluates many of the
questions surrounding the assassination—maintaining that, even
with the existence of a conspiracy still doubtful, the case is far
from closed. Like the first edition, this new edition provides a
sharp and thoughtful analysis of both domestic and foreign
affairs and underscores that, despite his undeniably brief tenure
in office, the state of the nation actually did improve on
Kennedy's watch. Featuring an expanded bibliographical essay
and twenty-two photos from the JFK library, The Presidency of
John F. Kennedy remains the definitive appraisal of Camelot's
kingdom.
The Warren Commission's chief investigator into John
Kennedy's murder dispels the controversial "conspiracy
theory," showing that Oswald was indeed the sole killer, and
exposes CIA efforts to assassinate foreign leaders
The U.S. presidency has been characterized in a variety of ways
- imperial, impossible, imperiled; personal, plural, postmodern depending on the era and who was in office. In this book,
Professor Rimmerman outlines the attributes of the plebiscitary
presidency, a form of the office that dates from the FDR period
but that has been most fully exploited by Ronald Reagan. By
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contrasting the Reagan and Bush administrations, the author
points up the shortcomings of a presidency that operates by
plebiscite and directs us toward a new standard for electing and
evaluating presidents - one that insists on a respect for
institutional limitations and effective citizen participation.
Participatory democracy is essential to counter the dangers of
trends toward "presidency by plebiscite" such as hero worship
and direct tele-electronic democracy, which were illustrated by
Ross Perot's appeal to the American public during the 1992
elections.
Follow The Leader
When No Majority Rules
The Presidency and Public Policy
Message of the President of the United States Transmitting the
Budget for the Service of the Fiscal Year Ending ...
The Marketing of the President
A Collection
The Legislative Presidency
Studies the organization and functions of the
legislative and executive branches of our
government and their relationship in recent
years
Orman's Comparing Presidential Power is an
important and insightful study of the American
Presidency. The macho model of presidential
leadership is developed well and supported by
both primary and secondary research. In fact, a
brief overview of the book cannot do justice to
the detailed analysis and support provided in
the work. The text is well documented and
every assumption is illustrated by several
specific examples. The humanistic study is
written from an audience perspective providing
a socio-psychological orientation of how the
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public interprets the office. Thus, the lasting
value of the book is not so much in the
comparison of the Carter and Reagan
presidencies or the defense of the Carter
administration but in the provision of a
complete model or theory of the contemporary
institutional presidency. The book is a valuable
contribution to the literature and thus a must
for scholars and students of the American
presidency. Presidential Studies Quarterly The
president of the United States may be
considered the quintessential symbol of the
country, and, as such, a reflection of society's
dominent values. His actions and decisions are
influenced by a number of factors, including the
prevailing environment, bureaucratic policies,
and the incumbent's personality. Over and
above the abilities and opportunities of the
person who holds the office, John Orman argues
that success of a president's policy endeavors
is ultimately dependent in luck and good
timing. His hypothesis is that a president's
success depends on the ability to align actions
with a society that places a premium on
machismo. Using this theory, he analyzes the
presidencies of Jimmy Carter and Ronald
Reagan.
The Presidential Veto
Pacs And The Presidential Selection Process
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